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Racial disparities become evident
Lauren Padgett
Urban and suburban public schools highlight racial inequalities
padgettl@seattleu. edu
For years, Tacoma's Mt. Tahoma
High School football team practiced
in mud up to theirknees. Classroom
desks were decorated with gang
signs and marijuana plants. There
was little foliage and the school was
mainly concrete. Mt. Tahoma is a
low-income, high minority school
on the south side ofTacoma, which
before its remodel two years ago,
was typical of the poor inner city
high school.
Looking across to Stadium High
School located in the wealthy north
end ofTacoma, one cannot help but
be awestruck at its beauty. Featured
in the film "10 Things I Hate About
You," Stadium is situated on the
Puget Sound, with fresh, open class-
rooms and a commitmentto the arts.
Many ofTacoma's most prominent citizens
have attended or have children enrolled at
Stadium High School.
The differences between the education
presented at these two high schools in Taco-
ma can be extended across America. Martin
Luther King's dream may have materialized,
but it is still yet to be accomplished.
"The reality of American apartheid is
that economic factors become the dividing
point," says John Hopkins, assistant director
of SeattleUniversity's OMSACIub. "Higher
education is not a dream promoted among
minorities in impoverished communities.
Kids think, 'Some people go to college, but
not me.'"
Anarticle adapted from Jonathan Kozol's
report, "The Shame ofthe Nation: The Res-
torationofApartheid Schooling inAmerica;"
reported that in Chicago's 2002-2003
academic year, 87 percent of the students
enrolled in public school were black or
Hispanic. Less than 10 percent were white.
In New York, three quarters of the students
enrolled wereethnic minorities.While inner
city public schools continue to face deep
poverty, suburban schools in surrounding
areas continue to thrive. In places like Bel-
levue, Wash., for example, a large majority
of the students are Caucasian.
Kozol observed that Seattle's Thurgood
Marshall Elementary School, for example, is
surrounded by affluence. In 2002, more than
half of the residents around the school were
white, but a startling 95percent of the students
enrolled at that school were black, Hispanic,
Native American or Asian. As the children
stand inline waiting to enter the school, down
the street on a far comer, white elementary
students wait to load ontobuses thattake them
to a predominately white school.
Becky Lawrence
Spectators at the MLK Day Rally at Garfield High School listen
intently to King County NAACP President Sheley Secrest.
MLK dinner examines how the
Civil Rights Movement lives on
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu.edu
As Americans look at other countries and criticize
them for their human rights violations, they fail
to notice that the same injustices are taking place
within our society.
This and other civil rights ideas were discussed
at Seattle University's annual MartinLuther King
Jr. dinner on Jan. 12.
The dinner, a celebration of both Diversity
Month and Dr. King's birthday, was given the
theme "After the Storm."
The storm- which could be interpreted as either
the hurdles of the Civil Rights Movement in the
past or therecent destruction ofHurricaneKatrina
- may be over, speakers throughout the night said,
but there is still much work to be done in terms
of civil rights.
A portrait of Martin Luther King Jr. was
prominently displayed alongside the stage in the
Campion Ballroom.
When President Stephen Sundborg, S.J. gave
his community prayer, he began with an anecdote
of walking through Washington D.C. on a recent
visit.
Before the sunrose, Sundborg told the audience,
he took a stroll and found himselfstanding in the
exact same location where Dr. King gave his fa-
mous "IHave ADream" speech in 1963. He found
himselfreflecting upon King's contributions.
"You simply cannot honor [Dr. King] unless you
realize his vocation was a godly one," said Sund-
borg before beginning his prayer for peace.
With jazz music emitting softly from a PA ®
system, the diverse crowd of students, administra-
tors and community members feasted on pork and
chicken provided by Bon Apetit.
The night included two student perspectives on
diversity. One of the students brought others from
local middle and high schools to speak.
Tyler Mahoney
Sophomore Tiffany Lee competes in the
long jump competition during the opening
indoor track and field meet at the University
of Washington indoor preview.
JoeyAnchondo
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Editorial
It is time for discrimination to be a thing of the past
rights bill has been introduced and
reintroduced into Washington state
legislature - only to be rejected. It's
time to pass this very basic civil rights
bill, and get on with life.
Last year the bill made it through the
House and was killed in the Senate by
only one vote.
Republican Senator Bill Finkbeiner,
who voted against the bill last year,
recently showed a sign of hope when
he announced his plans to vote in favor
of the bill this year.
Although Microsoft chose a neutral
stance on the issue last year, this year the company
joined many others - such as Hewlett-Packard,
Nike, and Boeing - in support of the bill. They
sent a joint letter to Washington state legislatures.
"It remains legal in 38 states to fire someone
because of their sexual orientation," the letter
states. "This is not only bad for business, it is bad
for America."
Washington state law declares that citizens can-
not be discriminated against based on race, creed,
color, gender, marital status, national origin, age,
disability or whether or not they have children.
Discrimination is outlawed because Washing-
should be celebrated - not stamped
out. That is why it is important that
the Washington state Senate votes in
favor of the gay civil-rights bill, a bill
that will outlaw discrimination based
on sexual orientation.
Sexual orientation is another facet of
diversity that must be protected.
It's disappointing that a bill, which
does not impede on anyone else's
rights, has had such difficulty making
its way to the law books.
Those who support the gay civil-
rights bill are only asking for an envi-
ronment where gay citizens can do the everyday
things other people do - like get a loan, buy a house
£pply for a job - without being left out or toldbecause of who they are.id up for what is right, and let us put an end
forms of discrimination.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Kevin Curley, Canda Harbaugh and Nicholas Lollini. Signed commentaries reflect the
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Affirmative action brings equality
to the racial divisions of America
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu. edit
In an ambitious step towards complete
equality, America introduced affirmative
action, an anti-discriminationpiece of legis-
lation that gives women and minorities a leg-
up in education and the business world.
As a university student, I have witnessed
students jump out of their chairs during
debates addressing this topic. It affects us
all in different ways - itaffected our college
application process, the amount ofscholar-
ship money we get and that dream career we
all chase. I believe that affirmative action is
not only valid, it is a necessary step in truly
representing the many different voices and
cultures present in this country.
Whenpeople talk about affirmative action,
they get defensive because theresults affect
them personally. They are afraid they will
have opportunity taken away if someone
from a diverse background is vying for the
job. The purpose ofaffirmative action lies
not in its ability to take away opportunities
from deserving, hardworking people - its to
make a dent in the pain we've caused people
ofdifferentorigins since the beginning ofour
nation's history.
While some believe thataffirmative action
simply gives opportunities to undeserving
people who do not work to earn it, chances
are the person on
thereceiving end of
affirmative action
has worked as hard
as any one else, just
without the same
help and resources.
American pop
culture borrows
heavily from the
African American
influence. Rap cul-
ture is a phenom-
enon that started
in the streets of the
Bronx and extended
its popularity across
Cagle Cartoons the world. America
loves African American culture. While we
listen to their music and buy their clothes,
white America has yet to offer the African
American community anything substantial.
The poverty rate ofAfrican Americans is
nearly twice that of the nationalrate ofpeo-
ple living in poverty. 90 percent ofAfrican
Americans will live at least a year inpoverty,
according to a study conducted by Cornell
University. According to the National Cen-
sus Bureau, a quarter ofAfrican Americans
live below the poverty line today.
According to a study doneby JointCenter
Data, almost 45 percent ofall males incarcer-
ated are African American, but the amount
ofcrimes committedby blacks is equivalent
to the amountofcrimescommittedby white
individuals.Ablack man is also more likely
to receive a harsher sentence than a white
man for the same crime. Instances of"driv-
ing while black" and racial profiling have
admittedly been used by police forces to
persecute blacks across the country.
Affirmative action gives victims ofpreju-
dice an opportunity for success and better-
ment of their communities. Even a small
advantage levels theplaying field in the job
market and provides more opportunities for
success.
In the classroom, engaging in conversation
with people of different races and back-
grounds fosters a better understandingof the
world. There may be prejudice, confusion
or misunderstanding that can be clarified
simply through conversation. Affirmative ac-
tion in highereducation lends itselfto a more
diverse conversation and a more resourceful
learning community.
It is the same with the Native American
community - we are comfortable cheering
on teams with Native titles or buy into Native
American culture, yet continue to deny them
fundamental rights such as a proper educa-
tion or better housing for tribes dependent
on government aide.
While we admire rap artists, R&B musi-
cians and professional athletes of different
races, the undercurrent ofracism prevalent
in this country leaves most minorities little
chance for development or success. With the
help ofaffirmative action, talent can be ad-
mired and cultivated, and not justsomething
one ethnic group can benefit from.
Minority groups deserve that extra point,
a nudge to success. Without someone of-
fering opportunities and scholarships, our
workplace may be as segregated and igno-
rant ofother cultures as it was more than 50
years ago.
Affirmative action helps bring the voice
of the under represented millions to the
ears of those in power. Through educating
more than a select few who can afford it, the
United States is making an investment in
the future. Less polarization of the rich and
poor, better healthcare for all and a decrease
in crime are possible results of extending
education and privilege to all Americans.
Leveling the playing field is the first step in
creating a justsociety.
To live in a just society, one needs diver-
sity. To communicate with other countries,
we as a nation need to be aware ofand cul-
tivatedifferences.America has always been
called "the melting pot," its time that the
cultures blend in and mix to create a unified
country. Ethnic, gender and socioeconomic
discrimination need to become a thing of
the past if we as a society are ever going to
move forward.
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Opinion
Alaska Airlines needs to restore passenger's trust
Nicholas Lollini
lollinin@seattleu. edu
So far 2006 is proving to be an extremely
difficult year for the Seattle based air-carrier
Alaska Airlines. Though it only takes one
incident, one accident, just one mistake, to
send waves of shock and fear through the
clientele ofany particular airline, in the past
month travelers using Alaska Airlines
have been given three.
IfAlaska Airlines is to stay afloat in the
highly competitive yet struggling airline
industry, changes, particularly with the
ground baggage and maintenanceperson-
nel, must be incorporated into the plans
for the future.
The first in the series ofrecent incidents
took place on Dec. 26, 2005. As Alaska
Airlines flight 536 reached an altitude of
26,000 feet, a hole, caused by an unre-
ported collision with a baggage loader,
ripped open the fuselage. After being
forced to make an emergency landing
at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
many thought that the necessary changes i
would be implemented to ensure that no
problems of this nature would take place I
in the future.
However, just over a week later on Jan.
5 a Boeing 737 was pushed into a jetway
and a baggage loader by ground personnel.
Fortunately in this instance the damage was
reported and the plane was grounded.
These two incidents were a direct result
of Menzies Aviation, a separate company
that handles ground operations for Alaska
Airlines.
Finally, six days later the third incident
occurred, when an AlaskaAirlines mechanic
failed to close a landing gear door after
repairing a taxi light. For the second time
in less than a month, an Alaska Airlines
plane was forced to make an emergency
landing in Seattle, due to incomplete and
faulty procedures of the ground operations
personnel.
Alaska Airlines currently finds itselfat a
crossroads, and the airline must make the
necessary moves and take the necessary
action to ensure that the events of the past
month will not be repeated.
The first step in restoring consumer trust
is to take action to improve the quality ofits
ground operations personnel must come in
the form of disassociating Alaska Airlines
from the Menzies Aviation group or at least
reforming the agreement.
In May of last year, Alaska Airlines ter-
minated the jobs of 472 ground operations
personnel when the company signed an
agreement with the Menzies Aviation group,
in which Menzies would take control of the
ground operations at Seattle-Tacoma Inter-
nationalAirport, as well as provide services
for Alaska Airlines at a number ofdifferent
airports across the country.
While the move did save Alaska Airlines
an estimated $13 million per year, the
controversial deal with Menzies Aviation
has yielded many unsatisfactory elements
as well, most notably the increase in the
number of collisions between aircraft and
baggage handling equipment.
In addition, Alaska Airline's on-time
departure and arrival rates have declined,
the number of lost and mishandled bags
has increased and the overall satisfaction
ofcustomers has dropped off since Menzies
took over the ground operations from Alaska
Airlines employees.
While Menzies Aviation may have an hon-
orable reputation, as it handles the ground
operations of many major airlines in the
United States, it has become apparent that
the personnel in Seattle are not up to speed
with Menzies operations across the rest of
the country. Training must be up to par,
and mistakes must cease to take place.
The airline is an essential element of the
greater Seattle area, providing thousands
of jobs, and offering an essential service
to the growing international and metro-
politan status of the city. Seattle-Tacoma
cannot afford to lose its hub status as a
result of poor decision-making and cut
corners by Alaska Airlines.
In addition, the airlineprovides a criti-
cal service to the students and faculty of
Seattle University, as both use Alaskan for
their holiday and vacation travel needs.
Alaska must make the necessary chang-
es to ensure that incidents like those of
the past month are not repeated. Menzies
Aviation must be given an ultimatum:
increase training for your ground opera-
tions personnel and take the necessary
steps to improve baggage handling, while
at the same time improving relations with
the customers.
Trust is fragile within the airline indus-
try, and a lack of trust leads to irreparable
damage. Fortunately no trust was broken
with therecent incidents ofAlaska Airlines,
however, it was severely strained. If trust in
Alaska Airlines is to be restored, changes
must take place, and the first should be get-
ting Menzies into line.
Associated Press
Accepting minorities should be a goal for
the G.O.P. if they are to secure their future
Dick Morris
syndicated columnist
Republicans face one of the trickiest political problems
they have faced as a party since Clinton pre-empted their
program through triangulation and left them temporarily
devoid of issues.
As the number of illegal immigrants mounts in the United
States, the demands of the party's nativist constituency for
tighter border controls and immigration enforcement threat-
ens to put it at odds
withAmerica'srapidly
growing Hispanic
population, dooming
the GOP to possible
minority status not
just inCalifornia and
New York butinTexas
and Florida as well.
The push-pull
between Hispanic
demands for respect
and nativ- ist concerns
about job loss, crime,
e d U C a - tinn rnctc
and urban crowding,
all exacerbated by illegal immigration, poses a huge problem
for party leaders.
The obvious answer to demands for limits on immigration
is the border fence passed by the House and pending in the
Senate. Slated to extend over 700 miles of the U.S.-Mexico
border at a cost upwards of $2 billion, the barrier, coupled
with increased enforcement manpower and effective em-
ployer sanctions, will likely give the United States a means to
control population inflows.But what of theeconomic, moral.
foreign-policy and political issues a fence will raise?
Economically, Mexican illegal immigrants are not in
search ofwelfare but come looking for work. That they find
it is obvious. Otherwise how could they send $11 billion a
year home to their families and why would they come in
increasing numbers?
Clearly the American economy needs their services. On a
micro-economic level, they do jobs Americans don't want
at wages below what we would consider acceptable — and
perhaps below those that are legal as well. On a macro level,
theirpresence holds down labor costs and permits theFederal
Reserve to take more chances with low interest rates than it
could in an inflationary-wage market.
The obvious answer to these concerns is a grand bargain
that couples the strictest border defense with a generous
guest-worker program, granting legal status to Mexican im-
migrants and regulating their
numbers, working conditions,
and wages — and assuring
that they contribute to Social
Security and other taxes.
The foreign-policy implica-
tions of a fence are harder to ——-
handle. Already Latin resent-
ment against the United States is fueling therise ofan oil- and
cocaine-based leftist oligarchy throughout our hemisphere.
Castro now has friends in power in Venezuela and Bolivia
and moderate allies in Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina. In
Peru, a leftist Chavez look-alike, Ollanta Humala, is leading
in the presidential race. In Nicaragua, Daniel Ortega may
be heading back to power by a gradual military coup. And
in Mexico itself, a Chavez protege, Andres Manuel Lopez
Obrador, is leading in the polls for the July 2006 presidential
race. Can you imagine having a border with a Chavez or a
Castro, whose ability to disregard American concerns would
be underscored by massive oil reserves?
But it is in the realm of domestic politics that the GOP
wouldpay the highest price for a purely nativist policy. Texas
has now become amajority-minority state, joiningCalifornia.
Can its wholesaleflip to the Democratic Party be far behind?
Not ifthe Republicans are seen as an anti-Hispanic party! Is
the GOP really willing to make political war against the La-
tinos by rubbing theirnoses in aborder fence when they now
account for 14 percent of the population and will probably
increase their share to 18 percent over the next 10 years?
The permanent political price the Republican Party would
pay for this shortsightedness is reminiscent of the way it an-
tagonized the African-American vote in the '60s. Remember
that Dwight Eisenhower carried blacks in 1952 and 1956.
John F. Kennedy only narrowly prevailed in the black com-
munity. Itwas not untilBarry Goldwaterand Richard Nixon,
pursuing the Southern strategy
at all costs, drove blacks into
the arms of the Democrats that
their votes were irretrievably
lost. Is the GOP, driven by
the anger of its base, going to
•———— make Hispanics permanent
Democrats?
By moving away from English-only policies and reach-
ing out to Hispanics, Bush has closed the gap among Latino
voters. Gore carried them by 30 points, but Kerry only won
among them by 10. But the border backlash may be undoing
all this good work.
The obvious answer is to couple a fence with a good guest-
worker program, with a citizenship track predicated on good
behavior. But ifthe Republican Party allows the House bill to
become law — a fence with no guest-worker program — it
will be antagonize the vital Latino vote and consign itself to
permanent minority status.
Is the GOP\ driven by the anger of
its base, going to make Hispanics
permanent Democrats?
Corrections:
In last weeks issue an article entitled "Admin marks new
year with changes," stated that executive vice president
Dr. John Eshelman was removed from his position. Dr.
Eshelman was not removed from his position, but has taken
a temporary role filling theposition ofvice president for Fi-
nance and Business Affairs, as heprepares for his sabbatical,
which he will take next year. Dr. Eshelman will return to
Seattle University as a professor after his sabbatical.
In the same article Father William Sullivan was labeled
as the Provost of Seattle University. The Provost ofSeattle
University is Susan Seeker, Father William Sullivan is the
Chancellor of Seattle University.
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Guests also were entertained by a performance by the
newly-reformed dancetroupe RAWeditbefore the evening's
keynote speaker, JudgeRichard A. Jones, took the podium.
Jones' speech appeared relaxed and mostly unscripted;
he flowed smoothly between being serious and humorous
depending on the subject matter.
Citingexamples from the past year, Jones gave irrefutable
evidence that racism is still a factor today. These included
comments made by formerReagan Education Secretary Wil-
liamBennett that to reduce crime every black fetus should
be aborted.
He also mentionedthe Mississippi town of Gretnathat used
shotguns and police barricades to keep 200 black Katrina
refugees from entering, defending their actions as attempts
to "protect their community."
He also made it clear that many people have "missed the
boat" in terms of Dr. King's contributions to society. Most
cities have schools named after Dr. King, Jones pointed
out, but almostall of them are in predominantly black com-
munities.
His point was thatKing's work should be honored for its
impact on the mind and history ofthe United States, and not
justcertain segments ofsociety.
"It's not justa black holiday," Jones said inreference to Dr.
King's national holiday on Jan. 16,"it is all ofAmerica's holi-
day. Dr. King helped bringabout a change forall ofAmerica.
What the world now calls human rights offenses were both
law and custom in many parts of the United States."
Student attendees felt that the event was a success.
"I thought it was very powerful," said Lloryn Hubbard,
junior biology major, who earlier in the evening took the
stage and sang the black national anthem "LiftEvery Voice
and Sing."
She also pointed out the themes of racism during the
Katrina aftermath.
"[Jones] used examples from today that apply to what
happened during the civil rights movement very well," said
Hubbard. "[Hurricane]Katrina brought it out in an extremely
highlighted way, [and] I think you could apply thatvery well
to Dr. King's dream and how it's not reality yet."
Joey Anchondo
Keynote speaker, the Honorable Richard A.
Jones, talked about racism not only being some-
thing of the past, but also part of the present.
CampusNews
Thefts on the decline compared to past fall quarters
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu. edu
few weeks the SU community received
notice of another stolen laptop, another bike
"I like getting the e-mails notifying me of
crime on campus," said Chelsea
Mortell junior mechanical en-
yineering/pre-dental major. "It
lets me know what to look out
for, like with all the car thefts. I
always check my doors before I
go anywhere."
In fall of2003, there were 146
total crimes reported on campus.
In 2004 there were 113, and
this past fall quarter, 106 were
reported. Out of all the crimes,
the most common were second
and third-degree theft, malicious
mischief and auto-prowling.
"Overall, reported criminal in-
cidents on campus have dropped
each fall quarter for the past three
years," said Michael Sletten,
director of Public Safety and
Transportation.
This past fall quarter alone, five
auto thefts were reported. This
is the highest amount in the past
"The increase in auto theft is the same in
all communities across the Puget Sound,"
Sletten said. "It is a larger regional problem,
thus it impacts campus. Police departments
through Seattle, Everett and Olympia are
receiving double digit increases in auto theft
According to the Washington State Patrol, a
car is stolenabout every 15 minutes across the
Puget Sound region. More vehicles havebeen
stolen this year than any other statewide.
Along with a new prosecuting division for
auto theft, a new program entitled "Car Theft
Initiative" promises aggressive prosecution
and high sentencing for car thieves.
Washington State prosecutor Norm Maleng
has taken a firmer hand in pursuing car thefts.
Now police file all in-custody and auto theft
cases on what is called a "rush basis," which
is the standard criterion for rape and murder
cases. Theft charges are filed within 72 hours
of arrest.
"[Knowing that there is crime on campus]
makes me feel more aware ofwhat is going
on around me," said Scott Brothers, junior
criminal theory major. "The only thing is that
you never find out if the criminal has been
apprehended, or if the crime was solved in
any way."
Not only are cars being stolen, but bikes
locked up in Seattle University's parking ga-
rages are being stolen. This last fall quarter,
seven bikes were stolen.
Sletten attributes some of this behavior to
greater problems in the Seattle community,
citing methamphetamine use as one of them.
There appears to be an underground market
for stolen bike and car parts in this area.
"[There is a stronger] campus community
presence [this year]," said Sletten. "More
people are living on campus, commuters
are staying longer hours, and more people
are coming and going on and off campus.
This tends to impact the criminal behavior
ofauto prowling, trespassing and malicious
mischief."
While some students do not place the entire
burden on Public Safety, they also do not
think that all the problems are coming from
outsiders to the campus.
"I don't think it's Public Safety's job to
prevent all this crime," said Destiny Ken-
nedy, sophomore biology/premed major.
"It's not off-campus residents [who are
stealing laptops from rooms], it is on-campus
students."
Forty-nine general thefts were reported
last quarter. Laptop computers are one of the
most frequently stolen items on campus.
Five computers were stolen from Seattle
University community members this past
fall quarter, as opposed to the three stolen
in the fall quarter of 2004. Almost every
computer was taken in the evening, and most
were taken from common room areas across
campus.
"Portable, 'high-end electronics' such as
iPods, PDAs and small technical equipment
are [more present] on
campus," said Sletten.
"These items are highly
valued theft targets, and
the frequency that lap-
tops are left unattended
and unprotected is a
common denominator
in theft reports."
The knowledge of
what is being stolen the
most has some students
on high-alert.
"[Knowing thatthieves
target iPods] makes me
more aware of what is
going on," said Tristan
Gardner, sophomore
environmental studies
major. "I used to go
jogging at night with
my iPod by myself, but
after all of the warnings
about people stealing
them I always go out in
a group."
Illegal alcohol and narcotic use is also
down this quarter, but Sletten said that "it
appears more of these behaviors are occur-
ring off-campus and then people return to
campus."
Capitol Hill's urban, homeless popula-
tion is starting to create problems here on
campus. The men's shower in the Student
Center has been discovered by some com-
munity members, and while Public Safety is
closely monitoring the situation, oftentimes
it is difficult to catch an intruder in action.
Last quarter when a man exposed himself
in Pigott, the incident was followed up, but
to no avail. While trespassing is a frequent
problem and fear on campus, the amount
of trespassing reports issued is down 40
percent this year, compared to two years
prior.
What can the Seattle University commu-
nity do to prevent theft?
"Lock it up," said Sletten. "Keep an eye
on your possessions, and use your best judg-
ment on and off-campus."
Becky Lawrence
There are not only auto thefts on campus, but bikes
are being stolen as well. This past fall quarter alone,
seven bikes were reported missing.
Whatcrimes have
beencommittedoncampus?
Here is a selection ofsome ofthe
othercriminal acts that occured in
the past three fall quarters:
Fall Quarter 2003
Accident (M/V)
Hit and Run: 6 on campus
Fraud attempts: 39 on campus
Malicious
harassment: 8 on campus
Sex Offense
Indecent
exposure: lon campus
Fall Quarter 2004
Accident (M/V)
Hit and Run: 7 on campus
Alcohol: 6 on campus
Harassment: 3 on campus
1 on campus
Sex Offense
Rape: 1 other**
Fall Quarter 2005
Accident (M/V)
Hit and Run: 2on campus
Commercial: 2on campus
Harassament: lon campus
Sex Offense
*All incidents involved one suspect (voyeurism).
The suspect was arrested by Seattle Police.
**Other incidents involved off-campusUniver-
sity activities.
All informationprovided by Public Safety
(Continuedfrompage 1)
Annual dinner celebrates MLK and his contributions
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News
New program brings sports into the classroom
Bonnie Hsueh
hsuehm@seattleu. edu
While most people agree that sports are a major part of
American life, Seattle University now offers its students op-
portunities to study sports as an academic subject.
This January,Seattle University's College ofArts and Sci-
ences started a new master's program in Sport Administra-
tion and Leadership (MSAL). It is led by Dr. Dan Tripps, a
nationally renowned expert in sportpsychology, sport science
and leadership.
Tripps, along with being the editor of 10 books, has been
the coach for world-class swimmers and tri-athletes. He was
also president and director of the Olympic Scientific Congress
for the 1984 Olympic Games.
The MSAL is a two-year, 45-credit graduate program
taught during weeknights and weekends. It is for individuals
who wish to become administrators and serve in a leadership
capacity in the sport industry.
Some future careers for those in theprogram could include
athletic directors, event managers and operations directors
for high school clubs, city recreation departments as well as
college and professional sports teams.
Currently, the MSAL has 15 students and 10 prospective
students who have applied for fall quarter. Both a director
and instructor of the MSAL, Tripps is the single full-time
faculty member in the program.
Otherfaculty members include some adjunctprofessors and
three SU professors: Dr. Yvonne Harrison in the Nonprofit
Leadership Program, Dr. Daniel Dombrowski in the Phi-
losophy Department and Dr. Robert Keppel in the Criminal
Justice Department.
Shannon Forslund, the women's soccer assistant coach at
Seattle University, is enrolled in the MSAL program. She
feels that the master's degree will be an advantage as jobs
become more competitive.
The degree will also provide her with leadership skills,
knowledge in sports and a better understanding of people
and programs in the field.
"My hope is that I take the things that I learn from this
program and help make our soccer program, athletics de-
partment and university even better than they already are,"
said Forslund.
While many other sport administration programs at other
universities can be found in the school of business, SLTs
MSAL is located in the College of Arts and Sciences. They
not only have a sport curriculum, but also learn about sport
sociology, sport psychology, sport philosophy and sport
ethics.
According to Tripps, this helps students get a different
perspective of how sports should function in society and in
ideal situations.
The program also gives its students a more hands-on ap-
proach.
"Everything is done by portfolio project-based demonstra-
tion," said Tripps. "For example, the course in marketing is
conducting a real marketing survey for a real sports event and
having to develop a marketing plan and present that plan to
the organization."
Besides learning theories, students are forced to actually
engage in what they read from textbooks.
"The Sports Operations and Event Management [class] is
going to be developing a plan for a whole new event that will
come to the city ofSeattle and present it to the Seattle sports
commission," said Tripps. "So this program is very real."
Students in the program will also have significant intern-
ship experience. They learn to work in the field as observers
at first, and then as collaborators; eventually they will take
on responsibilities in sport enterprises. This gives them the
real world experience and develops their personal network
for future careers.
Dr. Wallace Loh, deanof the College ofArts and Sciences,
thinks the study of sports makes the mission of Seattle Uni-
versity more holistic— including the mind, the spirit, the
social service and now, the body.
"Is life only about winning? Or is it about how you play
the game? You should play it with ethics, play it fairly and
play it to do your best," said Loh. "Not necessarily the goal
is to win at all costs. And sports is one way ofteaching these
values."
The program is currerently accepting applications. For
more information about the program visit www.seattleu.
edu/artsc/msal or call Dr. Dan Tripps at (206) 296-6387.
"ls life only about winning? Or is it
about how you play the game? You
should play it with ethics, play it
fairly and play it to do your best."
-Dr. Wallace Lon,
Dean of College of Arts and Sciences
Recent discussion revolves around food metaphors
Kevin Himeda
himedak@seattleu. edu
What is diversity and what makes a society diverse?
What are some of the challenges to diversity? Is America
a cultural melting pot or more of a tossed salad?
These were some of the questionsasked byDr. Gary Perry
of the sociology department at a small group discussion
focused on multiculturalism in the United States.
The event was sponsored by the Office of Multicultural
Student Affairs (OMSA), and it marked the beginning ofSe-
attle University's annual celebration of Diversity Month.
The discussion began with students sharing their own
perspective of what diversity is.
"I feel diversity is the coming together of different people
from different backgrounds," one student offered.
Another student said, "I think it's also a variety of
cultures that provide a different viewpoint on languages,
customs, ideology— things that we don't always take into
consideration."
Another question posed to the group was where they
thought the idea of diversity came from in the first place.
One student said, "I think we get the idea from America
being a place of opportunity. No matter your culture or
background, you have a chance to succeed, and I think that
really feeds into it."
Perry agreed and elaborated, connecting the phrase
"melting pot" with the idea of the
American dream— as propaganda
designed to persuade people to im-
migrate to America.
"It is unknown who coined it,"
Perry said, "but the melting pot the-
sis comes from 'E Pluribus Unum'—
out of many, comes one."
Perry maintained that the idea of
a cultural melting pot is that of a
transformation, or 'melting down'of
immigrants, whether ideologically,
religiously, or otherwise.
However, Perry noted, in practice,
what is seen instead ofan evenly dis-
tributedsociety is groups ofminori-
ties banding together, surroundedby
a dominant majority.
Thus, the United States can indeed
be thought of as more of a "tossed
salad" in terms ofdiversity because
of the tendency of minority groups
to band together, rather than com-
pletely assimilate to the dominant
culture.
"Why does OMSA need to exist?"
Perry asked. "Why doall these groups need to exist? Why
are we important?"
The phenomenon of voluntary
segregation seems to be based on an
instinctual level. When minorities
sit together in a crowded cafeteria
for example, it is "based on a sense
of safety," one student concluded.
"[lt's] breakaway from their white
peers that gave them strength to
deal with other issues."
"Exactly," Perry agreed, stating
that groups such as OMSA act as
a source of strength and an answer
to the question: how do we retain
a minority population within a
dominant culture?
"It allows for a respite in a so-
ciety that can be hostile for some
people," he said.
Perry also asked the audience
whether the United States has
reached the kind of society that
Martin Luther King Jr. spoke of.
"I don't think we've gotten
there," one student said. "A lot ofit has to do with elder gen-
erations who still aren't accepting ofother people. Sometimes
in addition to racism, there's fear and ignorance too."
The primary answer proposed by the group of students is
that there needs to be "a rebalancing ofpower and resources,"
to counter the "racism, fear and ignorance."
Minorities groups then would not be so prone to group
together, and so the United States would become a more
diverse society.
Additionally, the students said that analyzing the educa-
tion system andbeing more "open-minded" ofother cultures
would "go a long way."
In order to promote such a rebalancing of power, there
needs to be a higher degree ofadvocacy.
"It has to start at the individual level," Perry said, bringing
the discussion to a close. "Students have to speak up."
OMSA is designed to support the success of "students
of color," and is providing many other events to celebrate
Diversity Month.
Throughout the month there will be numerous discussions
focusing on race sponsored by OMSA in collaboration with
other Seattle University groups and services.
Seattle University's also held its annual MLK dinner and
participated in City of Seattle's MLK Rally and March last
week. International Week will be Jan. 23-28 with the Inter-
national Dinner at the end of the month.
JoeyAnchondo
Professor Gary Perry suggested to students that the
United States is more like a "tossed salad" as opposed to
the traditional idea of a "melting pot."
JoeyAnchondo
Students prepare their responses to questions during a
discussion on diversity led by professor Gary Perry in the
OMSA lounge. This was the kick-off event for SU's Diver-
sity Month.
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: THIS WEEK IN SEAC ;
• •
0 Jan. 19
- MULTI-CULTURAL NIGHT; Henna and "Monsoon Wedding"
#
@7pm Leßoux
• •
Jan. 25 COFFEEHOUSE-
Student Performers, Hearth @ 7:3opm
#
Jan. 27 LATE NIGHT
Jet City Improv
*
Pigott Aud@Bpm •
• •
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| ASSU: What is Going On? |
| -Terrence Sanchez: Finalizing the State of the Student 1 2 This Week's Salons
E Results and working on using one card off campus E 0
i „ t-, oti tt i , • X Jan. 19: Noon-1:15, The Combat Experience, Studente -Gustavo Brown & Thomas Howard: Working on = X Center 130
| transportation issue for SU students | X
| (Subsidized bus passes, more efficient Night Hawk, Shuttle 1 X Jan. 24: Noon-I:lspm, Gene Discrimination, Casey
| Services around downtown) e X Atrium
e -John Quackenbush: Desks...in Bannan and Engineering i o Jan. 25: Noon-I:lspm, Creating Bodies, Casey Atrium
-Joe Seia: Examining Equality for Janitorial staff. 1 Jan. 26: Noon-I:lspm, Digital Body, Student Center 130
I -New MYSU should be on the way § X Jan. 26: 7-9pm, Film Series- Big Enough, SchaferAud.
| -Working to get new computers in the reading room. |
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DJ: Great, Now let's get this show on the road. Who says here that you play an instrument.
is Joe Young? Joe: I have been known to toot my own horn, ifyou
Joe: Wait.. .are you talking about that Gorilla know what 1 mean.
DJ: Yes Joe: Doesn't it say in that file that I play the
Joe: What does that have to do withASSU? Saxophone?
DJ: Joe...please, don't side step these hard hitting DJ: (DJ looks through the file shaking his head no)
questions. HAHA oh yes right here, my bad. I spilled coffee on
Joe: I'm not, you justasked... your file and some of the pages got stuck together.
A Satirical Interview with Joe Nguyen. Based DJ: Fine let's move on. Joe, what are you afraid of? Wait, you play the saxophone? You're a just like the
loosely on statements Joe Nguyen has actually made. J°e: I wish I could say nothing, but you know DJ, last guy who ran the country. Shoot, what was his
By DJ Weidner everyone has fears and I am no different. On a big name? Never mind, but you guys should get together
level I am afraid of failure. and play your horns. It could be a proverbial Jam
Joe Nguyen, the current ASSU president is a pretty DJ: I can relate. I just lost an E bay auction for a Session of the minds if you will. Could you play
cool guy. However, not many people know the real P' ne needle. something for me right now? Maybe a little Zoot Suit
Joe Nguyen. I set out to discover who the man is J°e: Wait...What? Riot of something?
behind the position. Joe is a senior in the Business DJ: Nothing, Please continue. Joe: Um...
School who enjoys Snow Boarding and Golf. His J°e; On a deeper level, I don't like crows, they scare DJ: Let's move on. What is your Dream Job?
plans for next year are up in the air but based on his me n 'h e> it's illegal to do anything to them in the Joe: Gov. Joe Nguyen
extensive and impressive resume it is pretty clear he state of Washington, sort of way. DJ: If I asked you to finish this statement, "Working
will find something that suits his nature. DJ: Crows, the black demons of the sky. (DJ Hands Hard 0r...."
Joe a tissue). Joe, let's talk about something else, Joe: Hardly Working?
DJ: Hi, Joe Thanks for taking the time out of your what else are you afraid of? DJ: Is that what you do in ASSU?
busy schedule to sit down with me. J°e: DJ...1 thought... I thought you just asked me... Joe: Hardly Work? No, I work all the time.
Joe: No Problem, I'm always happy to sit down and DJ: Please Joe, justanswer the question Sometimes lamin my office until 20r3 in the
kick it with students at Seattle U. Joe: No, I already did... morning figuring how I can better represent the
DJ: Joe, let me get this off chest. Is it ok if I recreate DJ: (Silence) Joe, our readers want to know, what is student body. 1 have some good ideas and I hope to
this conversation later on to make it more entertaining your most overused phrase on Instant Messenger? implement them before Imy time is up.
in a way which captures the true essence of who you J°e: Are You serious? DJ: Fantastic, Can I have some Coffee?
are? DJ: Dead... Joe: Yeah, It's free for everyone.
Joe: Well, (This part ofthe conversation has been J°e: Gangsta' would have to be my most overused DJ: Incredible, Thanks foryour time Joe:
removed by DJ) Sure. phrase. Joe: No Problem.
DJ: Joe, I hacked into your admission files and it
theORBIT
On and off campus events that'll make your week spin.
THURSDAY, 1/19
"Crash" Movie Discussion
Seattle U Student Center 210
12:15p,m.-l:15 p.m.
Joseph J. Ellis, author of His
Excellency: George Washington
" Seattle Public Central Library
(800 Pike St)
7p.m.
FREE
All-ages
Joanne Harris, author of Gen-
tlemen and Players
Third Place Books (17171 Bothell
NE)
7 p.m.
FREE
All-ages
The Lashes, Amber Pacific w/
Paramore
' Neumo's (925 E Pike)
7 p.m.
$10
All-ages
Global Lens 2006 Film Festival
Varsity Tlteatre (4329 University)
"Almost Brothers" (Brazil),
"Broder Cafe" (Iran), "Max and
Mona" (S. Africa), and many
more
wwiv.seattlefilm.org
FRIDAY, 1/20
Marcia Ball
Triple Door (216 Union St)
8 p.m. All-ages
9:30 p.m. 21+
$7
Pale Pacific, Daylight Base-
ment w/ Stars of Track &
Field, The Elephants
Neumo's (925 E Pike)
8 p.m.
$8
21+
SATURDAY, 1/21
Sound Tribe Sector Nine
Showbox (Ist and Pike)
8 p.m.
$20
All-ages
2nd Annual Seattle Ska Fest
Paradox (1401 NWLeary)
6:30 p.m.
$8 Adv/$lO Drs
All-ages
Grand Reopening Celebration
feat. Chinese Lion Dancing,
Dance, Calligraphy and more
Seattle Asian Art Museum (1400
E Prospect St)
10 a.m.-9 p.m.
FREE wl museum admission
SUNDAY, 1/22
Silent Film Sundays presents:
"The Cheat"
Paramount (911 Pine St.)
4p.m.
$9 studentlsl2 general
Superlight Battle of The Bands
Studio 7 (110 S Horton St.)
6 p.m.
$10
All-ages
Open Mic Night
EMP Liquid Lounge (325 sth
Ave.)
6 p.m. sign-ups/7 p.m. start
FREE
21+
MONDAY, 1/23
Abodox
Bad Ju-ju Lounge (925 E. Pike)
9 p.m. DJ/11 p.m. live band
FREE
21+
TUESDAY, 1/24
Head Automatica w/ Mourn-
ing Wood, Rock Kills Kid and
special guests
El Corazon (109 Eastlake)
Doors 7 p.m./Show 8 p.m.
$10
All-ages
WEDNESDAY, 1/25
Diversity Month documentary
screening
SU WyckoffAuditorium
3:30 p.m.-5 p.m.
FREE
Iceage Cobra
Bad Ju-ju Lounge (925 E. Pike)
9 p.m. DJ/11 p.m. live band
FREE
21+
ONGOING EVENTS...
Dancey Dance
Through 1/21
Chamber Theatre (915 E Pine)
7 p.m. doors/8 p.m. show
$10-$l5
Fri. & Sat. 8 p.m.
Peter White
1/19-22
Dimitriou's Jazz Alley (2033 6th
Ave)
7:30 p.m, 9:30 p.m.
$23.50, Sat. SOLD OUT!
All-ages
Bud, Not Buddy
Through 1/22
Langston Hughes Center (104 17th
Ave)
7 p.m. doors/8 p.m. show
Sat. 2 p.m., 4 p.m.
Sun. 2 p.m.
9th Annual Seattle Laff-Off
Mirabeau Room (529 Queen Anne)
Through 2/01
8 p.m.
Radio Golf
Through 2/18
Seattle Rep
7 p.m. doors/8 p.m. show
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Does SU live up to its image of diversity?
Bonnie Hsueh
Diversity Month was creat-
ed and designed to promote,
celebrate and educate others
about various issues of diver-
sity and multiculturalism.
The programs vary each year
to allow thefreedom to focus
on any issue that students,
faculty, staffand the broader
community would like to
bring light to on the SU
campus.
-Leilani Balais
Assistant Director, OMSA
hsuehm@seattleu. edu
No one denies Dr. Martin Luther King Jr's significance in
American history. His life-long dedicationto a multicultural
society created a legacy for generations. At Seattle University,
the Office ofMulticultural Student Affairs (OMSA) takes on
his mission, committing itselfto promoting diversity on cam-
pus. And this month is Diversity Month at Seattle University,
in the midst of the celebrationof Dr. King's birthday.
According to Leilani Balais, assistant director ofOMSA,
the office works with all SU students, especially four ethnic
groups — Asian Americans and Pacific Islander, Native
Americans, Latino Americans and African Americans. It
educates the SU community about diversity, advocates for
students ofcolor and helps students with social and academic
persistence.
Balais thinks the SU community is visibly diverse com-
pared to other universities. SU has more than a third of its
students of color from various ethnic backgrounds. The in-
ternationalstudentpopulation is roughly 9 percent. However,
there is certainly room for improvements.
Hope Walker, a senior art history major, said she would
like to see SU be more diverse.
"SU is a pretty diverse school forbeing aprivate institution.
But I am not sure if it quite matches the community. Seattle
is a very diverse city, and it seems there are a lot of white
faces here [at SU]," said Walker.
Ashley MarieBurns, a senior marketing major in Japanese,
has a different opinion. Having been to other schools, Burns
thinks diversity at SU seems well-represented in terms of
both students and faculty members.
"As a student, being able to look around the classroom and
see it's not a homogeneous classroom is a very good thing,
especially when you come from a high school where it's not
that way," said Burns. "On the faculty side, it [SU] definitely
has made attempts to improve the diversity."
Dr. Faizi Ghodhsi, director of the International Student
Center, was also positive about diversity of student and
faculty numbers. According to Ghodhsi, SU has attracted
more students from minority groups and overseas, as well
as a more diverse faculty body. The number of international
professors is on the rise and efforts have been made to hire
more professors from different ethnic backgrounds to teach
on campus.
Ghodhsi believes the university has the components in
order to become a diverse community — many different
ethnic groups can potentially learn from each other and
interact. But, like Balais, he also thinks the SU community
still has a way to go.
"I think we still haven't gotten to a point where ourstudents
equally feel they belong here, equally feel their voices are
heard," said Ghodhsi. "I don't think we have created a situ-
ation on campus where we can learn from all these different
perspectives that exist. I don'tknow ifwe're taking advantage
of having various ethnic groups."
Lula Smith, a senior liberal studies major, thinks SU has
unbalanced diversity, especially in regards to African Ameri-
can students. Beyond diversity at SU, she also believes the
school has weak integration among the community.
"Most Asians, African Americans and Filipinos remain
comfortable with their own. This is an understandable act,"
said Smith. "However, with the education we explore at SU,
it would be really helpful to break the cultural boundaries,
and embrace other cultures to show the world a huge and
significant change can happen."
Dr. Flora Wilson Bridges has taught in the School ofTheol-
ogy and Ministry for three years. She thinks
theuniversity is still in thepioneering year of
promoting diversity.Although it has recruited
a more diverse student and faculty body, SU
is not truly diverse yet.
"Ifwe look at the cultureofour university,
it is still a heavily European-based culture,
in terms ofour administration, faculty, staff
and students. If you look at the curriculum
that the students are being taught, I think
it's still Euro-centric," said Wilson Bridges.
"So both in who's teaching and what we're
learning, I think we're still a predominately
European-based culture."
Likewise, Dr. Ted Fortier of the Cultural
Anthropology Department feels SU students
are primarily taught from a Western perspec-
tive even though promotion of diversity is
explicitly stated in the university's mission
statement.
"What needs to be worked on is the insti-
tutional attitude about what education is in
the 21st century. [From an anthropologist
perspective,] to survive as a species, we have
to understand what it is to live in different
world views, and teach those perspectives," said Fortier. "If
we only speak one language, we'd never understand the soul
of another person."
Fortier and Wilson Bridges offered similar suggestions for
the SU administration. The office needs to reconsider their
definition ofmulticultural education. Diversity has to be ap-
proached in a more systematic way.
"Our curriculum should reflect diversity. We should put
together ways to transmit knowledge to our existing faculty
about how you teach, and how you behave in a way that
encourages diversity," Wilson Bridges said. "These are in-
stitutional structure things that need to happen that help us
to move along as an institution."
Ghodhsi thinks efforts to bring together different ethnic
groups should be more organized and long-term. Xavier
Residence Hall, soon to be called the Global House, is one
good example.
The idea behind the Global House is to gather students
who are interested in learning about different cultures and
languages, with a maximum of45 international student in the
building. Ideally, residents from differentethnic backgrounds
would learn from each other and truly come to appreciate
others' cultures.
While some have expressed the concern about Xavier
becoming an isolated community for international students,
Ghodhsi disagreed. He explained that the number of the in-
ternational students living in Xavier is less than 25 percent
of the building's total capacity.
"With a viable number of international students, they are
going to feel there are enough people who are like them. At
the same time, there's a very large number ofAmerican stu-
dents who want to learn about theirbackgrounds. And they
can also learn from American students about the society,"
said Ghodhsi.
Jake Hill, sophomore international business major, is the
Resident Assistant for the German Language Experience in
Xavier.
Like Ghodhsi, he doesn't think Xavier will isolate itself
from the rest of the SU community. Instead, Xavierites'
attendance to multicultural events on campus, such as the
International Dinner and the MLK Dinner Celebration, is
actively encouraged by residents assistants and professors.
International students living in Xavier seem to have had
good experiences.
"The international students who already live in Xavier have
adapted extremely well and made many friends within the
community. The hope is that international students will aid
the professors and RAs in sharing theircultures and languages
with Xavierites," said Hill.
While the Administration Office improves its recruitment
each individual in the SU community can also
help enhance diversity.Fortier hopes students will workwith
faculty members to promote multiculturalism on campus.
"I would really like to see student leadership bring a lot of
these issues to the table and to have some kind of forums,"
said Fortier, "so that student leadership concerned with the
issue ofdiversity and racism can meet regularly with faculty
and brainstorm to come up with ideas and programs that we
can work on together."
In order to realize SU's visionto become a premier univer-
sity in the Northwest, each person at SU has to collaborate
and "transform hope into action," as Dr. King said. This will
provide an atmosphere where people educate and are educated
among a diverse source of ideas, traditionsand cultures.
Tyler Mahoney
SU students gatheroutside Bellarmine, preparing to attend the
Martin Luther King Jr. Day Rally at Garfield High School on Monday.
Celebrations of diversity across the nation
honor Martin Luther King Jr.'s dream
Gay Weems, left, and Sure Bierman
hold hands while singing We Shall
Overcome, in San Francisco (left).
The Diversity Choir orchestra plays
during the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Unity Celebration, at the Spartanburg
Memorial Auditoriumin Spartanburg
S.C. (center)
i Law, who
born with-
out arms, shows
his versatility on
the snare drum,
during his presentation for Fresno High
students Monday morning. The event
was a kick-off event to the school's
"Breaking Down the Walls" program
held to promote diversity (right).
AP Photo/Gerry Pate
AP Photo/Noah Berger
AP Photo/John Walker
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Bridge is almost 100 percent. North Seattle
schools are predominately white. Middle
class families are migrating to the suburbs,
where school districts promise outstanding
Mandatory busing ofSeattle public school
students has been argued over for years in
the Washington courts to promote diversity,
but to no avail. While inner city schools
struggle to stay afloat, suburban high schools
are building new gyms.
In the midst of this divide, Seattle Univer-
sity has always prided itself on promoting
The SU mission statement declares that
"Seattle University is the most racially and
culturally diverse,
the most genuinely
urban, and the largest
multidisciplinary in-
dependentuniversity
of the Northwest."
Students from all
backgrounds are
drawn to SU because
of this projection of
"I feel very wel-
comed at Seattle Uni-
versity," said freshman premajor DuWayne
Andrews, Jr. "I went to the OMSA wel-
coming meeting this year and it answered
the question for me regarding [what racial
groups are present]."
"It was the diversity that led me to this
school," said freshman engineering major
Juan Gallegos. "When I wasn't sure where I
wanted to go yet I checked out other schools,
and most of the time it was the opposite."
In 2003 the Supreme Court ruled that
universities could use affirmative action in
their enrollment process. Through affirma-
tive action, minority students are eligible for
preferential treatment in enrollment, finan-
cial aid and scholarships. It also applies to
jobhiring. Proponents argue that affirmative
action gives minorities a chance to succeed
in the predominately white, affluent busi-
of color an unfair advantage - if they are
would get it.
"I think that affirmative action encourages
ignorance among students," said Gallegos.
"The real injustice is believing minorities
aren't competent enough to get the job
themselves, and itpresents race as a problem.
The real injustice is the separation ofwealth
and the limited access poor people have to
resources to better themselves."
"I understand both sides of the argument.
As far as affirmative action, I'm neutral,"
said Andrews. "I don't feel there should be
any lowering of the bar in admissions ac-
cording to my race."
Higher education is often not even men-
tioned to inner city minority students.
"There are really no big college pushes
[among high poverty, minority schools].
Higher education is not a dream for these
■ kids. Some are so tal-
ented, but they will
never get the chance
to succeed. It should
be the responsibil-
ity of the schools to
emphasize the need
for education."
While most stu-
? dents focus on the
financial success of
• receiving a college
degree, Hopkins ar-
gues that to an under-represented minority,
an education takes on a deeper meaning.
"To many, by no means all, receiving an
education betters themselves and brings
Rss
to themselves. To a minority, you
/ay to school to bring it back to the
mnity. Education is not selfish - it is
ligation," said Hopkins.
So how can SU make a greater leap in-the
fight for diversity?
"We are a part of an institution thatprides
itselfon being a Jesuit Catholic community,"
said Hopkins. "We can't turn a blind eye on
racism. How can we start a conversation on
campus, bring in experts and hold summits?
How can we educate ourselves?"
Mt. Tahoma High School is a Gates
school. Microsoft founder Bill Gates do-
nated over $100 million to rebuild the high
Washington.
The same high poverty, at-risk kids at-
tend, but now parents are pushing for their
children to be sent
there. Scholarships
for low-income stu-
dents to attend col-
lege are now avail-
able through the Bill
and Melinda Gates
Foundation.
Stadium High
School is up for
renovation as well.
When the new Mt.
Tahoma opened, Sta-
dium moved into the
old one. This sparked
a great controversy
among the affluent parents of Stadium
students, yet the Stadium kids now attend
a school that was once considered underde-
veloped and underprivileged.
In a strange ironic twist, rich, affluent
white high school students can experience
stable, challenging and safe environment is
not a privilege, it is a right.
In the writer's
opinion, there needs
to be a greater em-
phasis on the early
years in one's learn-
ing career - instead
ofbegrudging school
rules and restrictions.
This would expose
students to new
ideas and cultures at
a younger age. Edu-
cational leaders at
a higher academic
level should vigor-
ously recruit a wider
selection ofyouth for its colleges.
The community needs to put more money
into bettering our public school systems,
because the consequences of apathetic and
apartheid education will determine Ameri-
"To a minority, you go
away to school to bring it
back to the community.
Education is not selfish
- it is an obligation."
-John Hopkins, Assistant
Director of OMSA
"7 understand both sides
of the argument. As far
as affirmative action, I'm
neutral. I don't feel there
should be any lowering of
the bar in admissions ac-
cording to my race."
- DuWayne Andrews Jr.
Freshman Pre-Major
Joey Anchondo
Garfield High School seniors Jerryl Melonson, Jamil Thomp-
son and Mark Barkett discuss the issue of diversity in Seattle.
"There's never really any racial tension here; everyone gets along.
The only tension might be between an AP studentand a non-AP
student, but even still it's not a big deal," said Thompson.
SU's Diversity
Month: A good start
but still needs work
Lily Ko
Commentary
spectatorae@gmail. com
Martin Luther King Jr. was arrested and put in jail four
times. His home was bombed twice, he was stabbed, as-
saulted and, finally, assassinated in 1968.
His success may outweigh his struggles, but why did
he go through all of this? So we could get a day off of
school? For black rights? No, it goes beyond that. MLK
Jr. gave his life for equal rights — not just for. blacks,
but for all.
At Seattle University, January stands as Diversity
Month. We are surrounded by diversity, but at the same
time we are lacking. Much of the diversity we have goes
unnoticed. That said, it seems vain to label a month as
"Diversity Month" when we don't celebrate the diversity
of all.
The Office ofMulticultural Student Affairs (OMSA), a
national organization, says thatDiversity Month was made
to embrace and educate all about the "various issues of
diversity and multiculturalism."
America is referred to as a melting pot and Seattle is
known as a liberal and diverse city. The diversity dates
back to the beginning of Seattle as a port town that at-
tracted immigrants.
Today, the differentcultures are flourishing and you can
see itall around the city. Walking downBroadway you can
find a wide range of authentic ethnic food ranging from
Middle Eastern to Asian to Mexican.
But aside from culture and race, Seattle is also known
for starting diverse musical revolutions and for having a
large gay population. These factors all add to the diversity
that should be celebrated this month.
But justbecause SU is anAmerican university in Seattle
doesn't make it diverse.
The fact is, SU is a private, Jesuit university. This is a
statement that stands on its own and says a lot about our
school. It presents a stereotype that we've made progress,
but there is still a long way to go.
In fact, OMSA says that although the intent is for a
broad range of diversity to be celebrated in Diversity
Month, "since OMSA is the primary coordinator, there
will most likely be a few programs specific to racial and
ethic diversity."
But even with the focus on racial issues, how can our
school be racially diverse when we can't even see it in the
staffand faculty that support us?
If not only about race, what exactly is diversity at Se-
attle U? In our brochures and in rankings, it's a matter of
percent of the international students and how many states
our students come from.
But whatabout the percentage of students who are gay,
lesbian, bisexual, transgender, queer/questioning, allied
(GLBTQA)? What about the percentage of students in
each major and the percent ofCatholics compared to other
religions? Why aren't these facts printed in our brochures
to show that we have a diverse student body? These are
all issues of diversity that need to be addressed, especially
during a month we call Diversity Month.
"In all honesty, I don'tknow much more about diversity
month at SU than the next student. It's a bit embarrass-
ing to admit, especially since I work so closely with the
GLBTQA," said sophomore theology major Sacha Maxim.
"I don'tknow whether to feel left out or lazy for not hav-
ing contacted someone to be included."
The rainbow is the symbol for gay pride. This comes
off as the unity and celebration of every color, working
together to create a translucentbeauty. But being gay isn't
about a different skin color — it's simply a difference. The
overlooked and unnoticed differences at Seattle U are what
seem to be missing from Diversity Month.
Natalie Barnhart, junior psychology major, said, "Se-
attle University is racially diverse, especially compared to
whereI'm from [Walla Walla, Wash.]. But for me, clothing
is definitely part ofmy diversity. My style definitely clash-
es with SU, but it doesn'tbotherme. Diversity includes the
wayin which people express themselves through personal
style. It would be nice ifSeattle University was more open
and accepting to such a thing."
And we all know it's true. With such a small student
body, those who look different stand out. People shouldbe
more open-minded and embrace the differentpersonalities
that come out through style, hobbies and clubs.
We cannot move forwarduntil diversity is set loose from
its "racial and ethnic box to include us all. Diversity isn't
complete until everyone is represented," said Maxim.
Seattle U has made great progress and we are trying,
but we need to celebrate diversity beyond the basic, ste-
reotypical realm.
"Diversity includes the way in
which people express themselves
through personal style. It would be
nice if Seattle University was more
open and accepting to such a thing."
-Natalie Barnhart
junior psychology
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Women's basketball ready for the road after
Saturday's win against Western Oregon
Jennifer Hamann
Physical game against
Western Oregon leaves
a Seattle player with a
bloody nose
hamannj@seattleu. edu
Seattle University's women's basketball team earned
a long awaited taste of victory Saturday night after a
physical game against Western Oregon, 63-47, ended
with a bloody nose.
Though the Redhawks struggled to keep up with the
Wolves in the first half, their two point lead and first
couple of fouls in the first four minutes set the tone of
the game, foreshadowing their success in the end.
The game proved to be very physical, including a
bloody nose suffered by senior Chantell Burch, bodies
hitting the hard wood floor and a Seattle University record
of 28 fouls in a single game.
At about eight minutes into the game, Seattle dropped
5-10 while struggling to take advantage of layups and
post shots. Both teams struggled with turnovers and poor
shooting percentages until late in the first half when the
Redhawks gained their momentum.
Two guards boosted a pair of three-pointers by junior
Ashley Payne and junior Dunica Dougherty, leveling
the score 18-18 with 5:31 remaining. Sophomore guard
Jackie Thomas had a brilliant play with a quick steal and
two point layup that finalized their the 30-19 lead going
into halftime.
As the popular saying goes, offense scores points
but defense wins games. The Redhawks were able to
dominate both aspects of the game by posting winning
shooting percentages while maintaining their
stellar defense.
Notably, Thomas was able to muster game
highs with five assists on offense and five steals
on defense.
The Redhawks' defensive performance mani-
fested theirNCAA Division II recognition that
was released last Tuesday.
While holding opponents to an average of
54.7 points per game, the team has earned every
bit of their national No. 20 ranking for defensive
success as well as rights to first place defensive
ranking in the GNAC by more thanfive points
per game. The plan going into this game was
to "focus on our pressure style defense which
creates steals" said head coach Dan Kirley.
The opposing team agreed.
"Seattle forced us into 25 turn overs" said
Western Oregon head coach Paula Pietrok,
eight points for a while
in the first half, but their
defense really kept us
from taking advantage,"
said Pietrok.
Western Oregon stand-
out sophomore Leada
Berkey, who usually
averages 12.4 points per
game, was kept quiet to-
taling a mere fourpoints,
two of which were from
the free throw line.
Another Wolfnotable,
' freshman guard Kori
Seymour only managed
five points in her 30
minutes of play.
The momentum of
the first half, which was brought into the locker room
at halftime, returned twice as strong in the second half.
Once the second half started, Seattle University broke
away from the evenly matched play and similar style of
the first half, forcing Western Oregon to, fall into a zone
defense.
"We really played together as a team tonight and shot
well," said junior guard Ashley Brown, who posted four
points and four assists.
All 12players scored and contributed to their 63-point
game total. Seattle outscored their opponents 8-2 and
out fouled them 4-0 in the first six minutes of the second
half. The wolves trailed by an average of 20 points for
the remainder of the game.
The win for Seattle was highly significant. Even though
Western Oregon came into the game with a 0-13 season
record and 0-4 in the GNAC, they were not to be taken
lightly as the Wolves showed well against No. 9 nation-
ally ranked Western Washington leading at half-time and
losing by only nine points in the end.
In order to find the same success in Alaska, "we need
to travel well and maintain our aggressive play on the
road" said Kriley.
The Seattle University Redhawks will travel to Alaska
this week to face GNAC opponent Alaska-Fairbanks on
Thursday Jan. 19 and Alaska-Anchorage on Saturday
Becky Lawrence
Senior Chantell Burch suffered a bloody nose while the
team accumulated a record 28 fouls during the highly
physical win against Western Oregon, 63-47.
Becky Lawrence
Sophomore guard Jackie Thomas fueled the offense with five as-
sists and five steals.
Swim team leaves Albertson College in the dust
Megan Peter
petel 193@seattleu.edit
After not swimming in a meet since mid-
December. both the men's and women's
swim teams came back with full force against
the Albertson College Coyotes.
The Jan. 14 meet started out strong with
the women's 200 medley relay where SU
swimmers took both first and second, with
the lead having 12 seconds on the last place
team.
The meet continued at the same pace with
SU swimmers pushing themselves and not
only outdoing the other team, but outdoing
themselves.
"The meet this weekend was a good chance
forpeople on our teamto practice theirraces
and swim some events that they wouldn't
normally get to do," said sophomore Evan
Rydinski. "Although our competition wasn't
strong, I felt that there were strong races
between members ofour own team."
While the meetwaspersonally exciting for
the Seattle University tetois, it was not as
exciting for the crowd. The lackluster crowd,
however, did not get in the wayof the Seattle
University teams' perfonuance.
"It went very well. We haven't raced since
mid-December," said head coach Craig Mal-
lery. "We rehearsed races at practice. We
were sharp today."
Rydinski was among the handful ofother
swimmers who broke season and personal
records, something that does not commonly
occur during a mid-season meet.
"I felt good about how I swam in my race
today; it's good to have a season best right
now while we still are training very hard,"
said Rydinski. "Going fast helps me get
motivated."
Along with setting a pool record with
4:40.3 in the 400 individual medley, junior
Erin Matthew, also made a NCAA Division
II B cut for Nationals. While an A-cut is
required to actually compete at Nationals,
this is still a great achievement.
"I feel good. I had my mind where it
needed to be," said Matthew. "I got a B-cut
and that is really good."
Other swimmers who had lifetime bests
included junior Zach Foster in the 200
Individual Medley and Sarah Shannon,
freshman, in the 500 freestyle. Sophomore
Rachel Terentjev had a lifetime best in the
200 freestyle, and Lindsey Gall, junior, swam
the 200 freestyle under two minutes for the
first time.
Next weekend marks the last meet the
teams will have before conference and Na-
tionals. The meet will be at home against
UC Santa Cruz and Whitworth.
"Our next meet is going to be a great
chancefor us to improve on what we did this
weekend," Rydinski said. "UC Santa Cruz
andWhitworth are both decent teams, so the
quality of races shouldbe good."
Mallery is confident in bothteams as they
prepare for the upcoming meets.
"People are where they need to be and are
performing at the level that is preparing them
for nationals," he said.
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This week in Redhawk Sports
Women's Basketball
Physical game against Western Oregon
Men's Basketball
Men suffer fourth consecutive loss
Sports Commentary
Move aside Alexander, we can do it without you
Men suffer fourth consecutive loss to poor shooting
Nick Lolliiii
Central Washington shoots
63 percent in the second half
resulting in a 13 point loss for
Seattle
lollinin@seattleu.edu
Despite the Redhawks' best regular season start in over
30 years, the men's basketball team continued its mid-
season slump on Saturday, losing to Central Washington
86-73. The loss, which is the fourth consecutive loss for
the team and the second straight loss at the Connolly
Center, has led the team to an 8-6 overall record, and a
2-4 GNAC record.
"The most importantthing when going througha tough
time is not to overreact," said head coach Joe Callero.
"You have to ask yourself, how much do we control, and
how much is it your opponent?"
The rough turn of events for the Redhawks and the
unsavory outcomes have in part been fueled by factors
beyond the team's control. The Redhawksbegan their cur-
rent slump with a loss to University ofAlaska-Anchorage.
However, the loss was due in part to the absence of Ber-
nard Seals, the leading scorer of the team this season.
They then lost on the road in overtime to Alaska-
Fairbanks, before returning to Seattle to face the No.
2 ranked team in all of Division II basketball, Western
Washington.
"It goes to showyou how good the teams in our league
are," said Callero.
Although the second halfofSaturday's game was domi-
nated by Central, due to a breakdown of Seattle's zone
defense, the first halfproved to bea goodmatch between
the two teams, with the Redhawks leading for the first
10 minutes of the game. However, when Central's Grant
Assink gave Central their first lead midway through the
first half, Seattle University's dominance ended, with the
teams going into the second half tied at 34.
Seattle went into the first half shooting 44 percent
from the field. However they were unable to match that
number in the secondhalf, shooting40 percent, compared
to Central's 63 percent.
"Central did a heck ofa job shooting the basketball,"
said Callero. "Our trap was broken with great perimeter
shooting; they shot 63 percent fromthe 3-point line. They
hit three three's from 30 feet with good [defense]. , '
While the game was tied in the opening minutes of
the second half. Central soon broke away, going on an
18-5 run, exposing the flaws of Seattle's zone defense,
and posting outstanding shooting percentages from the
field.
As the game appeared to be drawing out of reach for
the Redhawks, Callero called a timeout and reformed
his teams defensive strategy, implementing man-to-man
defense, which halted Central's offensive attack and gave
Seattle an opportunity to close the scoring gap.
The Redhawks proceeded to go on a 20-7 scoring run,
which led to a tied game with 5:21 remaining.
"On the offensive end, we ran set plays for three straight
scores, which got us back in the game," said Callero.
Seattle's starting "five led the late push, with Bernard
Seals ending with 21 points. Ryan Webb and Sam Kirby
also ended the game with double digits, scoring 12 and
14points respectively. JefferyMcDaniel ended the game
with eight points, four steals and four assists.
Despite the late offensive push and a man-to-man
defense which showed signs of stopping Central's pe-
rimeter attack, Central rallied back in the final minutes
of the game.
The game ended with a 13 point deficit as Seattle
University's fourth consecutive loss.
"The game came down to three critical three-pointers.
They made three really good shots. I give Central a lot
ofcredit," said Callero.
Seattle will host BYU-Hawaii on Wednesday, Jan. 18,
at the Connolly Center, and Saint Martins on Saturday,
Jan. 21.
Becky Lawrence
Saturday's 86-73 loss to Central Washington was
due to poor shooting and a breakdown of the mid-
court trap in Seattle's defense.
Move aside Alexander, we can do it without you
William Crane
cranew@seattleu.edu
When one thinks of the Seahawks this
season, the name Shaun Alexander surely
comes to mind. The leading rusher has led the
Seahawks to the verge ofa place in the Super
Bowl. However, as all could see on Saturday
afternoon, the Seahawks are much more than
a one-person team, but rather the media have
largely focused on Alexander, ignoring the
many talents of the team.
Underrated throughout the season, the
Seattle Seahawks were able to stay under the
radarand maintain the best record in the NFC.
This achievement was not only accomplished
by a solidrunning game, led by Alexander, but
also a lethalpassing game as well as stingy and
overlooked defense.
The media storm that followed Alexander
all season was well deserved, but also made
coverage ofthe Seahawks' other stars players
little known outside of local media coverage.
Matt Hasselback secured his position as one
of the league's premier quarterbacks,ranking
fourth in the QB rating as well as fourth in
touchdown passes.
Better late than never, Hasselback's stellar
season rose to prominence on Saturday after
Alexander left the game in the first quarter
due to a concussion. His expert passing game
led the Seahawks to victory over a notori-
ously stingy Redskins defense. However, his
expertise, while still backseat to the running
attack, shined all season.
The Seahawks are living up the talents they
have shown throughout the regular season. Na-
tional media coverage has mainly focused on
Alexander and not the whole game, since so far
the Seahawks have not made much progress
in previous years. Last year's loss to the St.
Louis Rams only highlighted the view of the
Seahawks as talented but unable to capitalize
on their successes.
This season the Seattle Seahawks have been
able to stay mostly off the radar and build the
strongest team left in the playoffs. The India-
napolis Colts, who were hyped all season as
a Super Bowl pick, lost convincingly to the
Pittsburg Steelers, proving that unless a team
plays as a whole, they will not win.
In front ofa national audience,Alexander's
early departure left many worried about
Sports Commentary
whether the Seahawks would
collapse without him. Losing
the franchise player can spell
the end of your championship
dreams, as Carson Palmer and
the Cincinnati Bengals proved
the previous week. Still, the
Seahawks rose to the chal-
lenge and were able to secure
themselves as the team to beat
in the NFL.
An overlooked defense was
able to stop a determinedWash-
ington Redskin's offense. Media
coverage is only now picking
up on the young, yet powerful,
defense. Leßoy Hill and Lofa
Tatupu are starting rookies who
have helped make Seattle's run
defense the third best in the
NFC, and seventh overall. Un-
willing tobestow hype upon this
young defense, sports pundits
will realize in this year's play-
offs as well as future seasons the
tenacity of this defense as these
rookies as well as other young
players mature into one of the
league's best defenses.
Part of the media's hesita-
tion with the Seahawks is their
inability to deliver in terms of
championships. Without the
success of teams, media cover-
age will remainsoley focused on
one player such as Alexander. The Seahawks
are positioned to prove to a national audience
that they are the best team in the NFL. Ateam
not only with the league's best running (pack
but also a talented veteran quarterback and a ■,
young defense that will mature into a great
backbone for the team.
With the weight upon their shoulders, it is
up to the Seahawks to prove that they deserve
the hype other teams, such as the Colts, have
enjoyed all season. With a win against the
Panthers -on Sunday, they can secure their
position as a well-rounded, focused team that
is greater than the sum ofits parts.
AP Photo/John Froschauer
Seattle Seahawks wide receiv-
er Darrell Jackson celebrates
after scoring a 29 yard touch-
down in the second quarter
during their NFC divisional .
playoff football game in Se-
attle, Saturday, Jan. 14.
AP Photo/Elaine Thompson
Seattle Seahawks' Shaun Alexander is
led from the field after being injured in
the first quarter against the Washington
Redskins during their NFC divisional
playoff football game in Seattle, Satur-
day, Jan. 14.
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Arts &
Entertainment
Fun and engaging, a hilariously good time
Lauren Padgett
padgett/@seattleu. edu
Why did the chicken cross the road? Why,
to get to Giggles Comedy Club ofcourse! If
you go, you will hear better jokes than that
one, guaranteed. The club is situated off
Roosevelt in the U-District, and for about
$ 15, you can watch some of the best stand-
up comedy in Washington. Comedians from
Giggles Comedy Club have performed on
Comedy Central, Saturday Night Live, the
Tonight Show and the Late Show, to name
a few. Giggles even
handed the mic
over to Jerry Sein-
feld when he passed
through Seattle.
The venue itself
is fairly small- the
comedian stands in
the corner of the room with nothing but a
mic and stool, and tables are scattered across
the room. Giggles offers a menu offood, and
also a good price on well drinks and beer on
tap. Before, after and even during the show,
you can talk to theperformers. They hang out
around the venue and talk with the audience
members.
While the comedy club attracts an older
crowd, there are usually plenty ofyoung, col-
lege-age kids there. Every weekend, Giggles
showcases their best comic, and also gives
new performers an opportunity to try out their
material in front ofan audience on open mike
night every Thursday.
During January, 24 of the best comedians
face each other in what could be called the
funniest popularity contest in Washington.
The 9th Annual Laff-Off features local
comedians such as Jeff Dye and Andrew
Sleighter, who will perform their stand-up
set for about 20 minutes.Advancing into the
finals is completely dependent on the crowd.
Through the first three weeks, comedians face
each other in groups of two, and the audience
votes on their favorite. The number eventu-
ally dwindles down to a final few, and the last
week showcases the winners from the previ-
ous three weeks. The winner earns money
along the way, and in the end only one comic
can hold the title ofLaff-Off Champion.
With topics ranging from the Seahawks to
orgasms, the comedians at Giggleswere ac-
tually funny guys who engaged the audience
during their performance. Sometimes they
even got audience members to participate
- the closer you sit to the stage, the more
likely they will share the spotlight.
The experience ofwatching a live show is
very different from watching Comedy Central
stand-up. You can almost feel their energy in
the air, and nothing is edited. Each comedian
had his own style and talked about a variety
of topics, but overall there were very few
offensive or dirty jokes.
Spending 20 minutes trying to make a
room full ofpeople laugh is one of the most
uncomfortable things 1 have ever watched.
For the most part, the comics handled the
pressure with ease, and their jokeswere really
funny and well-delivered.
Being a comedian requires practice, train-
ing and failing a couple of times. It was
the few awkward moments when the jokes
flopped that it was evident how difficult it
really is to put yourself out there.
People like Chris Rock make it look easy
on television, but the process behind comedy
is much more complicated than it seems.
Catching a show at Giggles will give you a
greater amount of respect and appreciation
for the comedy genre.
Q & A with comedian JeffDye
Q: How did you start out in comedy?
A: I hadcancer in myjaw, and went through
surgeryfor it. I decided after that I wanted
to follow my dreams. After I got healthy, I
decided to take three months and dedicate
myself to comedy.
Q: Where do you see your career head-
ed?
A: I want to be a headliner infive years, and
since I mso young, that wouldbe really good
for me. I'd like to have a CD, do late shows,
and landan SNL job or Comedy Central.
Q: How was the first time you per-
formed?
A: I made the mis-
take of inviting all of
my friends. I thought
1 was going to be
the best, but I really
sucked.
Q: What happens if
people don't laugh?
A: At first it was hard, because the more they
didn t laugh, the more I'd curse, and that re-
ally compromised my integrity. I d be really
out there and animated with hand gestures
and physical comedy, and I'd swear. That
doesn't make people want to laugh. I guess if
it s a tough crowd, you justhave to commit to
your jokes - don't give them up, and deliver
them confidently. Then laugh with the audi-
ence about how bad the jokewas.
Q: Do you get stage fright?
A: Usedto. Actually, yes, always. Right before
I get onstage I'm nervous. As they introduce
me, I m nervous. But as soon as I get onstage
it all goes away, and as the show goes along
I get four times more confident.
Q: Are comics funnier people than most, or
do they justexpress themselves better?
A: I think comedians are funnierpeople, and
insomefashions more thoughtfuland intellec-
tual. Usually a great comic has afirm grasp
of the English language, and can express
themselves really well.
Q: What do you thinkabout when you look
for new material?
A: Something that doesn 't offend anyone. I
want to be likeable to allpeople. Racial jokes,
gender jokes- itcan be distasteful, andoffend
halfofyouraudience. Iwant [my material] to
be something that eveiygender, every age and
racial group can laugh at. That's why 1 don't
dopolitical or racial humor. My goal is to be
likeable by all audiences andages.
Q: A lot of your comedy involves making
fun of yourself. Why do you do that?
A: Insteadofcoming offasarrogant orcocky,
I try to be relatable right away. You can't win
an audience over ifyou start out arrogant.
Really, anyone could be a comic - everyone
has enough funny stuff to laugh at.
Q: How would you describe your style of
comedy?
A: Random. Veryphysical, lam much more
physical than other comics.
Q: What kind of advice would you give
audiences?
A: To people watching, don 't come with
preconceptions about comedy. Nothing is
sacred, so you can't choose to be mad ifthey
talk about a certain topic, but laugh about
something else. Come with an open mind.
Q: What advice would you give to aspiring
comics?
A: Ifyou want to do comedy, takeyour advice
carefully — everybody has gotten advice that
contradicts everyone else's. The only way to
know ifit works or not is to do it.
Really, anyone could be a comic - everyone has enough
funny stuff to laugh at.
-Jeff Dye
Courtesy of Seattlecomedy.net
Comic Jeff Dye performs his set at the Giggles Comedy Club.
Courtesyof Seattlecomedy.net
JeffDye goes in for a killer laugh.
Paramount Theatre hosts the art of dramatic silence
Trevor Cauble
caublet@seattleu.edu
The Paramount Theatre's "Silent Films
Series" is a heartfelt attempt to recreate
what it felt like to be a moviegoer in the
early age ofcinema.
Upon entering the historic theater, the
audience spreads out on chairs on the
ground floor with a colossal projection
screen set up behind the stage. The event
tins with a brief, educational introduc-i of the silent film era by the theater's
house organist and a local film historian.
Then the lights are dimmedand the organist
takes his place in front of the stage at his
antique Wurlitzer organ, which was built
with the Paramount Theatre.
At this point, the audience begins to
feel what it might have been like to at-
tend a movie at the Paramount in the early
20th century. The organist plays the score
and the onscreen action comes to life. He
provides his own percussion and his own
accompaniment and creates the illusion
that the audience is in the presence ofalive
orchestra. It becomes apparent that silent
movies were never really that silent at all.
Even though the actors couldn't vocalize
their emotions, the organ translated their
voices into music.
Silent film is so different from modem
cinema that it is often hard to take seriously,
but with the Paramount's lavish treatment of
their "Silent Films Series," it's easy to see
why a large movie house like the Paramount
would have been packed every weekend 70
or 80 years ago, with moviegoers paying a
quarter for an hour's entertainment.
The Paramount is showing "The Cheat,"
Cecil B. Demille's treatment of social
taboos, on Jan. 22 and the "The Scar of
Shame," an early exploration of race in
film on Feb. 6 in celebration ofBlack His-
tory Month.
"The Cheat" shows this Sat. at
The Paramount Theatre.
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Come and get it: The Lashes rock a new album
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu.edit
With a sound that combines musical elements of the past
three decades, it's no wonder that The Lashes are quickly
rising through the rock 'n' roll ranks.
The Seattle group, who open forAmber Pacific atNeumos
on Jan. 19, are the latest
addition to the growing
list of Emerald City
artists gaining national
exposure.
The Lashes' first full
length album. Get It
(Columbia), finds them
in a much different po-
sition than they were in
2004, when their debut
EP Stupid Stupid was
released on Lookout!
Records.
One major contract,
11 new songs, and a
slew of photo shoots
later, the band has dem-
onstrated their evolu-
tion as musicians. Lis-
teners can sense so many familiar elements in Get It that
it sounds like a rock compilation - aside from the obvious
comparisons to bands like The Strokes, elements ofWeezer,
Elvis Costello, and The Faint are also noticeable. While this
presents itself as a problem at times - with a style like The
is sure to get high school girls and indie scenesters moving
their feet in no time.
However, there are moments when Get It seems to get so
lost in trying to have one sound that The Lashes lose track
of what audiences are expecting of them: a catchy rock
album. Certain songs get
caught up in instrumen-
tal cliches and lyrically
simplistic arrangements,
as demonstrated in tracks
like "A Pretty Girl Is Like
A Melody." And though
it is rare that a band lacks
enough keyboard. The
Lashes fit into the minor-
ity: throughout the record
the keyboard comes in
during song intros but is
quickly pulled away or
muffled underthe dual gui-
tars. The moments where
it is allowed to flourish,
like "Nate's Song," are
the most effective, which
brings out obvious chem-
istry between their guitar riffs and keyboard melodies.
The recording quality of Get It is very clean - from the
solo organ to catchy drum-beatof the opening track "New
Best Friend," the instrumentation is crisp and the vocals,
whether accompanied by harmonies or not, sound deep
and clear. Though tracks could have done with more guitar
solos, those present are cleanly recorded while maintaining
the unpolished. Strokes-like retro sound.
As a band, they still need to mature musically, and since
this is only their freshman release they will have time to do
so. "Wanna Girl," the album's conclusion, has a sound that
rocks significantly harder than therest of the album - rawer
vocals, country-like guitars, and a constant drum-beat are
all present.
The song would be much more effective earlier in the
album, but nevertheless it gives a glimpse as to what could
possibly be expected from the band in the future.
The Lashes have long served Seattle as one of the local
indierock darlings, making theirpresence known on college
radio stations and playing often throughout the city. To the
surprise of locals who knew them only as an opener band,
The Lashes are the most recent group to release a full-length
that has turned heads: last year, local indie rock had two
largely successful releases with Minus The Bear's Menos
El Oso (Suicide Squeeze) and Death Cab For Cutie's Plans
(Atlantic).
When compared to these bands, The Lashes' newfound
success may seem minimal, but Seattle should expect to hear
a lot more of them over the coming year. The group deserves
to be on Columbia: their sound is undeniably that of nadio-
friendly, major label power pop.
True, they have to worry about how much longer music
fans will continue buying into the extremely similar sound-
ing, looking and acting rock stereotype that they perpetuate.
But those who like "the 'The' bands" - The Strokes, The
Vines, The Hives - will undoubtedly add Get Iras the newest
prize to their record collection.
The Lashes will rock Neumo's this Friday night
Captivating controversy on the big screen
Kevin Curley
curleyk@seattleu. edit
Munich
There aren't many movies these days
that everyone should see. However, Steven
Spielberg's "Munich" is just that - a must see.
Based on the story offormer Israeli Mossad
agent, Yuval Aviv, "Munich" tells a classic
story of an eye for an eye.
In the early hours of Sept. 5, 1972, eleven
Israeli athletes were taken hostage at the
Munich Summer Olympic games by eight
members of a Palestinian terrorist group
calledBlack September. By the endof the day
all of the hostages and five of the terrorists
were dead. This day wouldbe the beginning
of20 years ofIsraeli revenge on those within
the PLO responsible for the attack. This
movie tells the story of one group's role in
theretaliation.
"Munich" is one of those movies that is
best to see if you have some idea of what
happened on that fateful day. This wasn't just
another attack between longtime enemies. It
was a dramatic time; it forever changed the
sanctity of the Olympics - from a venue of
peace and camaraderie to a place filled with
violence and terror.
Spielberg creates a masterpiece that makes
you think about terrorism - beyond Al-Qa-
eda and Osama bin Ladin. At many times
it is gruesome, showing the bullet-riddled
bodies of Israelis strapped into the seat of a
helicopter.
In one instance, a lifeless bloodied arm
dangles from a ceiling after a bomb is
detonated. But while some would say that
Spielberg goes too far in his rendition of
the attacks, anything less would be an insult
to the Israeli people. "Munich" is not a pro-
Israel movie by any means and it is not one
that Palestinian sympathizers should reject.
It goes deeper than that, showing that
bringing harm to someone for retribution
does not make the world a safer place. It
parallels thesame fightthe American govern-
ment is fighting today.
If anything, go see the movie. I guarantee
that while you are heading home for the night,
you will continue to think about it. You will
question what was really accomplished - if
anything.
Your mind will go over the images of the
Israeli athletes sitting helplessly in their
Olympic compound room with AK-47s
aimed at their heads, with the dead body of
their fellow athlete lying on the floor in a
pool of blood.
It has been almost three weeks since
I've seen the movie and I'm still thinking
about it. Don't let this one slip by - take
a study break and learn a little history.
"Munich" is playing at Pacific Place, Land-
mark Guild on 45th and at the new Lincoln
Square Cinema in Bellevue.
Melissa Erickson
ericksonmsl @seattleu.eclu
Brokeback Mountain
You may have heard a little something
about Ang Lee's multifaceted new film,
"Brokeback Mountain." Well ahead of its
limited December release a multitude of ac-
colades erupted and critics lauded it as the
must-see film of the year.
However, the deserved - though over-
whelming - recognition was accompanied by
widespread confusion that left critics frantic
without the comfort of a label. Because re-
ally, how can we classify such a film? Is it a
tinseltown, Oscar-friendly drama?Awestern
cowboy movie? An epic story of impossible
love? Or perhaps a progressive film for the
homosexual community? The beauty of
"Brokeback Mountain" is that it ambitiously
attempts to fill all of these roles, and actually
succeeds in doing so.
Based on Annie Proulx's short story,
"Brokeback Mountain" is a sprawling, gor-
geous masterpiece radiating with life, love
and sorrow.
The story begins in the summer of 1963,
where we meet Ennis Del Mar (Heath Led-
ger) and Jack Twist (Jake Gyllenhall), two
dirt-poor young men looking for summer
work herding sheep. That's about where their
similarities end.
Jack is open and talkative, wide-eyed and
hopeful, inundating thereticent Ennis. How-
ever, persuaded by whiskey, Jack's candor
and the beautiful solitude of Wyoming's
Brokeback Mountain, Ennis unwinds. He is
a tormented soul - a kaleidoscope offorbid-
den emotions he has painstakingly hidden
from everyone, including himself. Jack sees
through his hardened facade and encourages
Ennis to explore his heart.
Ennis, a misunderstood loner, finds a
soulmate in Jack. They are analogous in their
struggle to understand their own feelings and
theirplace in an incontrovertiblesociety. But
all good things must come to an end, and the
smitten lovers recognize that their time to-
gether is confined to Brokeback Mountain.
The story continues as Jack and Ennis
embrace conformity and marry, Ennis to
Alma (Michelle Williams), his high school
sweetheart, and Jack to rodeo princess Lureen
(Anne Hathaway). But like any love story,
their love transcends the years and they find
themselves back in each others' arms. They
retreat to their haven, Brokeback Mountain,
an ideal Utopia where all feelings, of any
orientation are allowed. Love, hate, sorrow
and separation ensues, finishing with a heart
wrenching conclusion of a love that should
have been.
Ifyou don't see "Brokeback Mountain" for
its fantastic storyline and content, see it for a
lesson in excellent direction and acting. Lee
is a masterful director, leisurely unfolding an
urgent story with a perceptive eye for detail.
He encourages us to be patient and our reward
is watching how one of the most complex and
heartbreaking relationships develops.
Williams and Hathaway add dimension
to characters that could have been easily
sidelined, and Gyllenhall is superb as a
dreamy optimist, believing his feelings
could one day be actualized. However, this
is Ledger's movie. In the way he breathes,
the looks he gives, how he shifts his weight,
he has absolutely embodied Ennis, his inner
pain and loneliness bursting beneath shifty,
intense eyes.
At the conclusion of the film, I didn't
know what to think. I felt as if my heart
had been strewn into a high powered wash-
ing machineand had been left alone to dry.
Yet "Brokeback Mountain" is a welcomed
experience, a rare film that forces you think,
laugh, and cry until you are unable to rec-
ognize which emotionyou're feeling. So go
see it, if you're brave enough.
Intensity ensues with the pow-
erful drama that is "Munich."
Heath Ledger and Jake Gyllenhall, the new romanticized cowboys
in a ground-breaking film about forbidden love.
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Local News
Seventeen
arrested in
King holiday
protest at
Navy base
BANGOR, Wash. (AP) — Sev-
enteen people were arrested in a
Martin Luther King Jr. holiday
weekend protest at the Navy
submarine base in Bangor, Wash.,
on Hood Canal, Kitsap County
sheriff's deputies said.
About 85 people participated in
the anti-war demonstration orga-
nized Sunday by the Ground Zero
Center for Nonviolent Action in
Poulsbo, which has led protests at
the base since 1977,Deputy Scott
E. Wilson said. Bangor is the Pa-
cific home for the Navy's Trident
nuclear missile subs.
He said 10 demonstrators were
arrested after they walked onto the
highway with a replica of a bus to
honor the late Rosa Parks for her
historic refusal to give up her seat
on a racially segregated bus in
Montgomery, Ala., in 1955.
Six others were arrested for
blocking the highway while hold-
ing a banner printed with quotes
from King, and another protester
was arrested for investigation of
trespassing when he tried to deliver
a message to the base commander,
Wilson said.
All were released after being
booked on the charges, he said
Monday.
Man pleads guilty in wild
chase, other crimes
SEATTLE (AP) - A man ac-
cused in a wild car chase along
Interstate 405 and through Seattle
suburbs last fall pleaded guilty
Tuesday to six felonies.
Ryan Wade-Everett pleaded
guilty in King County Superior
Court to two counts each of resi-
dential burglary and first-degree
theft, and single counts of first-
degree attempted theft and at-
tempting to elude police, theKing
County prosecutor's office said.
He also pleaded guilty to a gross
misdemeanor count of reckless
endangerment.
He was accused ofbreaking into
homes in Bellevue on Oct. 4, and
then stealing cars inBellevue and
Kirkland, leading police on a 50-
minute chase that was televisedby
news helicopters.
The driver weaved in and out of
traffic on city streets and Interstate
405. He struck a number of cars
and crashed through a fence as he
drove through Wayne GolfCourse
in Bothell.
The chase ended when he pulled
into a driveway across from Kirk-
land Junior High School and was
subdued by police.
Wade-Everett faces five to seven
years in prison when he is sen-
tenced on March 3. Prosecutors
plan to recommend the full seven-
year term, the prosecutor's office
said.
He remained in the King County
Jail with bail set at $250,000.
Wade-Everett was involved in
a similar incident in November
2004. He was sentenced to a work-
release program and probation
after pleading guilty last February
to hit-and-run, possession ofstolen
property, attempted robbery and
assault.
Legislation about official
Washington state oak tree?
OLYMPIA, Wash. - The Garry
oak, the tree that gave Oak Harbor
its name, may become theofficial
Washington state oak.
State Sens. Ken Jacobsen,
D-Seattle, and Mary Margaret
Haugen, D-Camano Island, are
sponsoring Senate Bill 6277 to
give Washington's only native
oak an official status. Jacob-
sen, chairman of the Natural
Resources, Ocean and Rec-
reation Committee, said the
tree "doesn't get the respect it
deserves."
Garry oak can be found along
the Northwest coastline from
California to British Columbia.
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Calling all writers and artists-
Fragments
Seattle University's Visual & Literary Arts Magazine
Is now accepting SUBMISSIONS
übmission guidelines are available in the English/Fine Arts Departments and
online at http://www.seattleu.edu/fragments
Submission deadline: Friday, February 24, 2006 by 4:00 PM
For any questions please contact Ryan Crawford: craw2o72@seattleu.edu
GETS A STANDING
OVATION
*****
From jazz to rock, show tunes.to symphonies-plus, of
course, the world's greatest marches-Soldiers play music
in the U.S. Army every day around the world. And when
they play our national anthem, we all stand and cheer.
Join the band. Call Sergeant First Class Milewski at
206-324-3437 to arrange an audition. And find out about
money for college plus other Army benefits.
Or talk to a Recruiter at the Metro Army
Career Center, 2301 S. Jackson, Ste 205 in
Seattle, Washington.
Monday - Friday, B=oo a.m. - 4=oo p.m. f^^—— =«
goarmv.COrn ©2001. Paid for bv the U.S. Army. AH rights reserved. ""AKIYIY Ur
Broke?
The Spectator is hiring!
Writer and newpaper distribution
manager opening.
Email curleyk@seattleu.edu for
more information.
, 7
Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $895.
I can answer any LSAT ques-
tion - let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
5244915
ATTENTION USERS OF THE ORTHO
EVRA
CONTRACEPTIVE PATCH
Recent reports have linked the use of Ortho Evra
contraceptive patch with strokes and blood clots. Ifyou
or a loved one used the Ortho Evra patch and suffered a
stroke or other serious side effect, please contact the
Portland law firm of Williams Love O'Leary Craine
& Powers, P.C. today at:
1 (800)-842-1595
to find out about your legal rights.
This is an attorney advertisement for legal services to be jointlyprovided by the
following law firms. The individual attorneys listed below have supervised or
approved it. Attorney at WilliamsLove O'Leary Craine & Powers, P.C. are
licensed in Oregon and Washington. Attorneys at KRAFT PALMER DAVIES PLLC are
licensed in Washington. The above telephone numberrings to WILLIAMS LOVE
O'Leary Craine& Powers, P.C. in Portland, Oregon.
WilliamsLove O'LearyCraine & Powers, P.C.
Mike Williams, Esq.
Leslie O'Leary, Esq.
9755 SW Barnes Road, Suite 450
Portland, OR 97225
(503) 295-2924
www.wdolaw.com
Kraft Palmer Davies PLLC
Lance E. Palmer, Esq.
Kraft Palmer Davies PLLC
720 3rd Avenue, Suite 1510
Seattle, WA 98104-1825
Telephone: (206) 624-8844
www.admiraltY.com
/How woula\
( you score on )
\theLSAT? /
Take a FREE practice test at
Kaplan's Test Drive and find out.
Saturday, January 21st at 8:30 am
Seattle University, Pigott 305
Seattle University Law School will also
provide admissions information after the test!
To register, call or visit us online today!
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
Test Prep and Admissions
'LSAT is a registered trademark of the Law School Admission Council.
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v_/icissiiiccis
100. For Sale 7~T"~
.__
200 Hpln Wanted Alter School Counselors Wanted
VI
15hrs/wksB-ll DOE. Fun
300. olunteers people encouraged to apply! Lead \ "^CtK*400. Services activities, art, PE games and more '\rl^i
500 For Relit Location: Madison Park. Send VHHH IffP W pPB IffPQPV
((\(\ \A' cover letterand resume to Dena at HH JHt IMh HIM
'
" dena.schuler@seattle.gov Bh ■■ 3*jj|lj| «U B3
You've had a chance to think about your priorities. To define what matters to you.
Now, you need a plan to get there. Let us show you how a master of science in taxation
__ _ . . .
_..
_
.
_ from Golden Gate University can make a difference in vour career—and vour life.The Environmental Film Senes Presents:
KovaanisaatSl Master of Science in Taxation
*
• Obtain this degree in as little as one year, in a combination of in-person and online classes
A film by Francis Ford Coppola . GGU will personally advise and design a degree-completion plan for you
• Complete one additional year of credits towards the CPA examination requirements
January 24th • A year from now, you could be in a tax internship or a full-time job
6:30-9:3opm ■R^^K
Shaffer Auditorium Attend an open house to learn more: Jan. 21 or Feb. 11,11am - Ipm
RSVP to Julie Morgan at jmorgan@ggu.edu or 206-622-9996.
Witt) a haunting score and breathtaking I ... „_ „. .
...,,,
imagery the makers of Koyaantsqatsi have I We ° er flexible evenin9' weekend and online classes. Classes start in January, May and September.
created a beautiful photographic essay I Visitusatwww.ggu.edu/taxseattleorcall2o6-622-9996forafreepersonaladvisingappointment.
charting the descent of humanity from the I
organic to the mechanical. This film forces I WT G6U Seattle ' Joshua Green Buildin 9- 1425 4th Ave., Suite 404, Seattle
us to acknowledge and understand the I |«- bus|ness law taxatiqn technologyconsequence of replacing nature with tech- I jjmi
nolOgical innovation. Join us for this most I Wk |____p____p_|
powerful film! ; -. •;
Free food and discussion foMowing!
Get there.
V J
Advertise in the Spectator!
• mmmm Please send information and questions to adinfodpseattleu. edu
Join The Family... phOne 2062966474
'
Fax: 206.296.6477
BeCOme 3FI OA Website: www.Spectator-Online.com
Have fun while helping welcome new
students to SU!
Apply online at:
s*Tx9ft to.seattteu.edu/getinvolved
\j>\ luptional Information Sessions:
\ I Januatvi9th @ 6pm
January 25th @ 6pm
Pavilion 180
Applications are due by February 2nd
For more information please contact:
Center for Student Involvement
Pavilion 180
(206) 296-2525
getinvolved@seattleu.edu
I Free Medical/Dental School MBBHMKmHK M^HHHBHMHVIHHHHHHPlus $1279.00 a month! Seattle University College of Education
The Army's Health Professions
Become a Leader In Student Affairs
pNyjl Si*'/J e Student Development Administration program at Seattle University will prepare you to
CSH begin or strengthen your career in student affairs on a college campus. With an administrative
focus and diverse student body, this program offers excellent job placement nationally and
J» locally. Conveniently located in the economic and cultural center of the Pacific Northwest.
• Over 20 local schools for internships
_______________^^|l l| • Graduate assistantships available BHH
For more information please call: • Nationally recognized graduate program re
Captain Dean Rasmussen j-j^BC^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^s
U.S. Army Health Care Team (206 ) 206-6170 or sda@seottteu.edu K^f^B
Office: (206) 242-9357 I ■■■■
Cell: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free
Email: lyle.rasmussen@usarec.army.mil www.seattleu.edu/coe/ ■
Campus
VoicePhotos and Interviews byJennah Tano
Seattle University
on Diversity...
"We celebrate educational excellence
achieved through diversity."
--Excerptfrom the Seattle
University Mission
Just like the world celebrates its diversity with
the beginning and end of each new season Seattle
University prides itself on its diversity. Between
the students, faculty and staff the value of diversity
does not go unnoticed and the university continues
to live out that part of the mission today.
Do you feel diversity oncampusenhances your
academi excellenceand
ex eri nces?
"Well, I Seel like I've gotten
more experience with di-
versity here at college than
I did in high school. It has
challenged me academically
and also with my thoughts
and opinions."
Kaitlyn Carrick, Humanities
for Teaching Major, Sophomore
"Yes, diversity enriches our
classroom environments with
the insights and perspectives
of students of different back-
grounds.,,
Vanessa Castaneda, Criminal
Justice Major, Senior
"Yes, especially in my semi-
nar classes I'm currently tak-
ing Sor the Honors Program.
Everyone brings their own
experiences, opinions and
perspectives to class andthat
makes it interesting."
Peter Heitzinger, History/
Economics Major, Freshman
What role does deversity
pl yincreating
educational excellence?
"I think it plays an important
role because we all learn from
each other. Each student has a
differentperspective and point
of view. By having a diverse
student body, you can see those
perspectives and views and
learn from them."
Jenn Castro, Office
Coordinator at the Center for
Student Involvement
"If knowledge is based on sur-
veying a number of concepts and
comingto atruth forany learner,
then a school with diversitywill
have a wide range of opinions,
experiences and other realities
-which enrich education. ,,
Fγ. Roger Gillis, S.J., Associate
Director, Premajor Studies
"By having so many people
from different places, back-
grounds and ethnicities, we
can maintain diversity in
knowledge, experience, and
belief. This helps to shape
education in a positive way."
Theresa Earenfight, Associate
Professor, College of Arts and
Sciences
4 VlaM ■B^
PARAMOUNT THEATRE
SHOWCASES SILENT
FILMS INCLUDING THE
1926 FILM "THE SCAR OF
SHAME"
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